
 

 

TFOU ADAPTS « TIB & TUMTUM »  
A STORY OF INCREDIBLE FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN A BOY AND A 

DINOSAUR... 

 

Paris, Friday April 4th, 2014  

TFOU et GO-N Productions announce the development of Tib & Tumtum, a new animated series, adapted from 
the comic book by Flora Grimaldi / Nicolas Bannister, published by Glénat. 

Tib is different. He has a birth mark on his face. In his prehistoric village, Tib is often the subject of jokes from other 
children. But Tib has something, the other kids do not have: a DINOSAUR as a best friend! And that is great!  But,
even if it's incredible being friends with a TRex, it's often a recipe for disasters... Indeed, how to live side-by-side 
such a lovable but also impressive and out of control friend with your parents and the rest of the clan around?

Format : 52 x 13'  
Genre : comedy / adventure  
Target : kids aged 5 to 8 year-olds  
Production : GO-N Productions 

« A project of comedy series with a mind blowing adventure from a child's perspective. With this series, children will 
want to get a breath of fresh air! It conveys universal values: being open to difference, personal achievement,
friendship and humor, while taking the drama out of learning about life. « Tib & Tumtum », entertainment with
substance! ».  
Eric Garnet & Anne de Galard / GO-N Productions 

« A tender and mischievous duo positioned as one of the new jewels of our children's   catalogue ».  
Jacques Glénat / Editions Glénat 



« The adaptation of the "Tib & Tumtum" comic book into an animated series is a promising great moment of comedy
on TFOU. These atypical couple's adventures should delight and move as well TFOU's audience as Glénat's comic 
books readers. Great stories, emotions and adventures impulse: all ingredients are gathered to also create a TV 
success. » 
Yann Labasque / TFOU 
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